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How A Poem Works:  

John Steffler’s “Sunburnt on Naxos” 

 Instead of reading this poem, I first experienced John Steffler’s “Sunburnt on 

Naxos” in aural form, as I heard him read it at a festival event. This experience helped 

draw me to the poem, perhaps more so than if I had simply read it. There was a treacly 

cadence to his stanzas, a languid language that he spoke with. And truly, I was drawn to 

the poem because of the words. A poet myself, I am not interested in plain-language 

poems, pithy puns, sparse and terse language. I read and write poetry because I want the 

phantasmagorical, the vast, the verbose, the grandiose. Word choice is extremely 

important to me. I like adjectives. I like words with plosives, words with good, hard 

consonance. And I like sex, visceral descriptions, bodily functions, realness. Steffler 

accomplishes all of this. He presents the readers with words that require thought, perhaps 

require a thesaurus, but he does so without alienating his readership. He appeals to the 

physical, to the visceral side of a reader. He appeals to us sexually. And he does all of 

this while writing about a topic as normal, as mundane as sunburn.  

 Deceptively opening with a stanza about a “grey moth” exploding in sunlit 

ecstasy, Steffler allows his readers to expect that the poem will be completely nature-

related, as are many of the poems in his collection Lookout. However, he trips us up, soon 

lunges right into the main discussion of the poem, discusses the poet’s body for the 

benefit of the readers.  

 It is Steffler’s honesty that is especially attractive. He explains the brashness of 

the poet’s sunbathing and subsequent sunburn and uses this to create images that are not 

easy to forget. At one point, he writes “Helios the butcher was making me into chorizo 
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from the ankles up. / Slice through my swollen right shin: a pudding of fat gobs, garlic, / 

maroon meat.” Visualizing this made me both nauseous and hungry, a difficult 

combination to achieve. I was revolted at the image of the poet’s leg being so burnt that it 

was dripping with melted fat, but I could not help but be tempted by the image of chorizo 

at the same time. In another example, he writes that it “felt good, Doctor Apollo twirling 

his platinum needles between / each cell.” We are not only allowed into the poet’s body, 

we are allowed in on a cellular level. The readers get to experience this body from the 

inside out. In a poem as honest as this, how can there be room for deception? 

 Steffler uses unabashed language. He does not shy away from words that could be 

considered verbose or overambitious. One of his most beautiful stanzas, in my opinion, is 

one of the shortest. The poet states “I am brindled again, / maculate.” Steffler does not 

pander to his readers. He gives us good, hard words; words that might make a reader go 

to the dictionary to look them up. I, myself, had to look up “maculate.” I did so because 

the poem trusted me with that task and because Steffler also trusted me with that task. 

The poet gave the readers words to experiment with, to learn on our volition, and I did 

just that. In another example, Steffler writes “In a nimbus. My body a sentient cloud of 

gold dust co-extensive with / the air.” He uses “nimbus” where he could have used 

“cloud”, “co-extensive” where he could have used “within” or another ordinary word. He 

chooses the words that will keep his readers on their feet. 

 There was a very raw sexuality to this poem that I appreciated, that I read for. I 

admire the way that Steffler writes about the body. As I stated before, the poet offers his 

own body up for examination. In addition to comparing his leg to chorizo, he also writes 

a stanza describing his body after having an allergic reaction to ocean perch:  
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 “I lay in hospital three days, a man-shaped movie screen showing 

  Gone With The Wind, Atlanta burning, sunsets, burgundy lusts, and 

  the rash shrunk into red lines all over my body like Arabic 

  writing, most likely blasphemous.”  

 

There is something so honest about this. For the poet to expose himself in his roughest, 

most potentially embarrassing moments is endearing to the reader. It makes us feel as 

though we are being let into a life, that we are privy to intimate moments.  

 Not only does the poet describe his own body, he also describes other bodies—

female bodies. While some writers might shy away from the sexual, Steffler instead 

writes about it with a keen, observant nature. The poet describes the beach that he lay on, 

describes the naked girl to either side of him. He is not demeaning, or perverted, but is 

instead human, focuses on the “pubic down fluffed in the breeze”, on the movements of 

the women. This is where Steffler really uses line breaks to his advantage. One of the 

most effective lines in the poem is as follows: 

 

 “she sighed, her arched front meeting the sun halfway, she fizzed, she 

 

 twined, oh 

 

 oh oh the pubic down fluffed in the breeze, burning in extreme bliss 

  I had to lie on my stomach for modesty’s sake.” 
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 The lack of commas between the words “oh” struck me the hardest. The poet 

brings to mind the inability to hold back utterances in the throes of orgasm. The line 

breaks give space where space is needed—where the poet is visually digesting the 

movement of the beautiful girl in front of him—and it almost feels as though the poet is 

swallowing heavily where the word “twined” is, that we, the readers, can see this arousal 

and discomfort through the white space provided. The enjambment is effective, too. Is it 

her pubic down that is burning in extreme and beautiful bliss, or is it our poet? We don’t 

know, and that uncertainty adds to the blinding arousal of the line. To finish it all off, 

Steffler brings us back to extreme honesty again, with the poet unabashedly documenting 

his body’s reaction to the women around him. 

 It should also be mentioned that the lines of this poem fall somewhere between 

prose and free verse. Very often, Steffler writes full sentences of poetry and lets the line 

breaks fall where they have to. It gives the reader the definite feeling of reading a story, 

that every subsequent stanza is going to reveal more to us. We are not struggling to 

interpret line breaks or intent. We are allowed to easily understand the line breaks and the 

intent in order to fully digest the beauty of the words. 

 There are, however, places where the writing confuses me, or falls flat. 

Throughout the poem, Steffler occasionally writes about a certain grey moth, and these 

stanzas were the weakest. The description of this moth simply pales in comparison to the 

languid goldenness of the beach that the poet has laid out for the readers. The moth loses 

me. Why does Steffler open with a stanza about a moth? I believe that the poet is 

comparing the moth to himself, as at one point he writes that the moth sees flame as a 
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way to become as bright as a butterfly. However, there is just not enough for me to link 

this poet with this moth. The image of the moth’s exploding, of the red liquid wings—it 

does not link to the maroon-coloured burn of the poet’s extremities. Perhaps if Steffler 

had described the poet’s burn in terms that related to the moth with words such as “red” 

or “liquid”, I might have made a stronger connection.  

 In addition, the ending of the poem puzzles me the most. Steffler writes “mistakes 

are the most interesting objects, covered with coupling holes. / Maybe sockets for new 

wings.” The final line—sockets for new wings—can be interpreted into something that is 

somewhat clear. I read it as the poet expressing an awareness that his skin will 

regenerate, that his mistakes are meant for learning, and that one day his own “explosion 

in ecstasy” will become a memory. He will gain new wings. However, the line regarding 

“coupling holes” is confusing. It brings in a whole new set of imagery. “Coupling holes” 

appear to be related to hardware, and because of this I cannot picture the image that the 

poet is trying to give us in that line. What objects are mistakes? Why are they covered in 

coupling holes? What are the mistakes being coupled to? Why has the poet meshed an 

organic image—the moth—with a manufactured one—the holes? Without the mention of 

coupling holes, I could accept the mention of sockets in the final line. However, with the 

mention of coupling holes, the “sockets” become more mechanical than they are body 

parts, and that is where I am lost again. True, these last two lines make me think about 

the rest of the poem, but it does not resolve the poem in a satisfactory, organic way. 

 I would strive to write like this. Steffler has taught me the value of using grand 

words, but also the value of using those grand words in a plainer setting, so that the 

words he really wants his readers to digest stand out like brilliant gems set in a plain gold 
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band. He uses clean language so that the specific lush words truly shine. I could take note 

of this when editing my own poetry; use his method to trim down my own verbosity. 

Steffler also plays with line breaks in a brave way. When I write my own poetry, I tend to 

not pay as much attention to the line breaks, and if I do break my lines in a specific 

manner, I never tab the lines or play with alignment. I tend to think of editing alignment 

as a sort of poetry gimmick. Steffler, however, has proven me wrong, bringing the reader 

to the brink of arousal with his bold line breaks and his altered line alignment. 

 “Sunburnt on Naxos” is a potentially mundane poem that instead transcends 

mundanity. Steffler has put me on the Maragas beach alongside the poet, and I, too, am 

ready to “[feed] myself to the Naxian sun.” The poet has “[filled his] veins with golden 

blood.” My veins have been filled, too. 


